Triggerguard, wax cast brass or steel .................#TG-Fowl-L-B or I

London style triggerguard, from a fine English fowler. Remove the sprues to mount it with correct steel wood screws, or use our 3/32" steel dowel pins. The front finial is an acorn.

#TG-Fowl-L-B triggerguard, wax cast brass only $33.99
#TG-Fowl-L-I triggerguard, wax cast steel only $24.99

Triggerguard, wax cast steel.....................................#TG-Express-I

This handsome grip-rail triggerguard is typical of those used on fine English Sporting Rifles. The front stud of this guard may be threaded to engage our matching English trigger plate and trigger, sold separately.

Thread the stud to 1/4-28, and enlarge your tang screw hole, in the bottom of the triggerplate boss, to accept this stud. You will probably tap the top of that boss to accept your #10-32 tang bolt. Use a steel wood screw at the rear.

#TG-Express-I triggerguard, wax cast steel only $24.99
#TR-Eng-T trigger, wax cast steel only $ 7.99
#TR-Eng-P trigger plate, steel only $12.99

shown actual size
Made in the U.S.A.